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Kienbaum on top of two recent consulting rankings

Kienbaum ranked as the best consultants for executive
search, organization, and HR consulting
Gummersbach, 3 May 2016 Two industry rankings recognize Kienbaum as the
leading provider for HR and organizational consulting services: This year’s
consulting industry report by brand eins Wissen and Statista places Kienbaum at
the first place for HR consulting and organization, while Kienbaum also defends
last year’s top spot as the best executive search provider in the ranking of
FOCUS Spezial.

Jochen Kienbaum, Chairman of the Executive Board of Kienbaum Consultants
International, has reason to celebrate: “These top results show us: Our
competitors and our clients know what makes us unique and what our special
strengths are. People and organization are the key success factors for private
enterprises and public institutions alike – and these are the two categories that
our Kienbaum consulting concept revolves around.”

The business magazine brand eins Wissen teamed up with the statistics portal
Statista for the third run of its detailed check-up of the consultancy industry in
Germany. For the purpose, they asked about 1,500 executives of large consulting
businesses and approx. 1,500 clients which consultants they would recommend,
distinguishing between different sectors of industry and consulting services.
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FOCUS and Statista spoke to just under 3,000 HR managers and candidates
about their experiences with HR consultancies (FOCUS Spezial Issue 5/2016).
Kienbaum – Excellence in People & Organization
Kienbaum is one of the leading consulting firms in Germany and across Europe.
We offer our clients holistic advice for all concerns relating to people and
organizations.

Kienbaum’s

interdisciplinary

consultancy

teams

combine

exceptional competences in HR, management, and communication consulting
with substantial industry expertise. We employ the key levers for transformations
to achieve a sustainable improvement in our client’s performance. Our expertise
with reconciling digital and analog processes and business models and the
intensive involvement of our Kienbaum research institute complement our
consulting profile.
Kienbaum was founded more than 70 years ago in Germany and still operates as
a family enterprise with established management partners. We are present in all
major hubs of the German economy and maintain 33 local offices across 18
countries. In addition to successful family enterprises and global market leaders,
we count major corporations among our clients.
www.kienbaum.com
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